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A search for the decays of the B+c meson to pp¯pi
+ is performed for the first time using
a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb−1 collected by the
LHCb experiment in pp collisions at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV. No signal
is found and an upper limit, at 95% confidence level, is set, fcfu × B(B+c → pppi+) <
3.6 × 10−8 in the kinematic region m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2, pT(B) < 20 GeV/c and
2.0 < y(B) < 4.5, where B is the branching fraction and fc (fu) is the fragmentation
fraction of the b quark into a B+c (B
+) meson.
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The decays of the B+c meson have the special feature of proceeding through either of its
valence quarks b or c, or via the annihilation of the two.1 In the Standard Model, the
decays with a b-quark transition and no charm particle in the final state can proceed only
via bc→ W+ → uq (q = d, s) annihilation, with an amplitude proportional to the product
of CKM matrix elements VcbV
∗
uq. Cabibbo suppression |Vus/Vud| ∼ 0.2 implies that final
states without strangeness dominate. Calculations involving two-body and quasi two-body
modes predict branching fractions in the range 10−8 − 10−6 [1–3]. Due to their rareness,
the observation of these processes is an experimental challenge. On the other hand, any
observation could probe other types of bc annihilations involving particles beyond the
Standard Model, such as a mediating charged Higgs boson (see e.g. Refs. [4, 5]).
The decays of B+c mesons to three light charged hadrons provide a good way to
study such processes. These include fully mesonic h′+h′−h+ states or states containing
a proton-antiproton pair and a light hadron, pph+ (h, h′ = pi, K). In this study, the
primary focus is on B+c → pppi+ decays in the region below the charmonium threshold,
taken to be m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2, where the only contribution arises from the annihilation
process. The b→ c transitions, leading to B+c → [cc](→ pp)h+ charmonium modes, are
also considered. An analysis is performed to examine these different contributions in the
pppi+ phase space. The B+ → pppi+ decays in the region m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2 are used as
a normalization mode to derive the quantity
Rp ≡ fc
fu
× B(B+c → pppi+), (1)
where B is the branching fraction and fc (fu) represents the fragmentation fraction of
the b quark into the B+c (B
+) meson. The quantity Rp is measured in the fiducial region
pT(B) < 20 GeV/c and 2.0 < y(B) < 4.5, where y denotes the rapidity and pT is the
component of the momentum transverse to the beam. The full Run 1 (years 2011 and
2012) data sample is exploited, representing 1.0 and 2.0 fb−1 of integrated luminosity at 7
and 8 TeV centre-of-mass energies in pp collisions, respectively.
2 Detector and simulation
The LHCb detector [6,7] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity
range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The
detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex
detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located
upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations
of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The
tracking system provides a measurement of momentum, p, of charged particles with a
relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The
1Charge-conjugation is implied throughout the paper.
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minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter (IP), is
measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/pT)µm, where pT is in GeV/c. Different types of
charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov
detectors. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter system consisting
of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic
calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and
multiwire proportional chambers.
The online event selection is performed by a trigger [8], which consists of a hardware
stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software
stage, which applies a full event reconstruction. At the hardware trigger stage, events are
required to have a muon with high pT or a hadron, photon or electron with high transverse
energy in the calorimeters. For hadrons, the transverse energy threshold is 3.5 GeV. The
software trigger requires a two-, three- or four-track secondary vertex with a significant
displacement from the primary pp interaction vertices. At least one charged particle must
have a transverse momentum pT > 1.7 GeV/c and be inconsistent with originating from
a PV. A multivariate algorithm [9] is used for the identification of secondary vertices
consistent with the decay of a b hadron.
The analysis uses simulated events generated by Pythia 8.1 [10] and Bcvegpy [11] for
the production of B+ and B+c mesons, respectively, with a specific LHCb configuration [12].
Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [13], in which final-state radiation
is generated using Photos [14]. The interaction of the generated particles with the
detector, and its response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [15] as described in
Ref. [16].
3 Reconstruction and selection of candidates
Three charged particles are combined to form B+(c) → pppi+ decay candidates, which
are associated to the closest PV. A loose preselection is performed on tracking quality,
p, pT and IP of the B
+
c and its daughters, and B
+
c candidate flight distance. At this
stage, two windows of the invariant mass of the pp¯pi+ system are retained: the B+ region,
[5.1, 5.5] GeV/c2, and the B+c region, [6.0, 6.5] GeV/c
2. Since the production fractions of
different B species are involved, a fiducial requirement is imposed to define the kinematic
region for the measurement, pT(B) < 20 GeV/c and 2.0 < y(B) < 4.5 [17].
Further discrimination between signal and background is provided by a multivariate
analysis using a boosted decision tree (BDT) classifier [18]. Input quantities include
kinematic and topological variables related to the B+c candidates and the individual
daughter particles. The momentum, vertex and flight distance of the B+c candidate are
exploited, as are track fit quality criteria, IP and momentum information of the final-
state particles. The BDT is trained using simulated signal events, and data events from
the sidebands of the pp¯pi+ invariant mass [6.0, 6.15] GeV/c2 and [6.35, 6.5] GeV/c2, which
represent the background. To check for training biases, the signal and background samples
are split into two subsamples for training and testing of the BDT output. Figure 1 shows
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Figure 1: Distributions of BDT output for the B+c → pppi+ signal and the background. The
vertical dashed lines indicate the lower limits of the three regions in which the signal is determined.
the distribution of the BDT output for signal and background.
Particle identification (PID) requirements are applied to reduce the combinatorial
background and suppress the cross-feed of ppK+ final states in the pppi+ spectrum, due to
the kaon being misidentified as a pion. The BDT and PID requirements are optimized
jointly in order to maximize the sensitivity to very small event yields. The B+c signal yield
is determined from a simultaneous fit in three bins of the BDT output X, 0.04 < X < 0.12,
0.12 < X < 0.18 and X > 0.18, each having the same expected yield (dashed lines in
Fig. 1). From simulated pseudoexperiments, this method is shown to be more sensitive
than a single fit to the highest signal purity region, X > 0.18. The normalization channel
B+ → pppi+ undergoes the same PID and BDT selection, but its yield is determined
without binning in BDT output.
4 Fits to the data
Signal and background yields are obtained using unbinned extended maximum likelihood
fits to the distribution of the invariant mass of the pppi+ combinations. The B+c → pppi+
and B+ → pppi+ signals are both modelled by the sum of two Crystal Ball functions [19]
with a common mean. For B+c → pppi+, all the shape parameters are fixed to the values
obtained in the simulation while for B+ → pppi+, the mean and the core width are allowed
to float. A Fermi function accounts for a possible partially reconstructed component from
B+c → ppρ+ (B+ → ppρ+) decays, where a neutral pion from the ρ+ is not reconstructed
resulting in a pppi+ invariant mass below the nominal B+c (B
+) mass. An asymmetric
Gaussian function with power law tails is used to model a possible ppK+ cross-feed, and
its contribution is found to be negligible. The combinatorial background is modelled by an
exponential function. Except for this last category, all the parameters of the background
components are fixed to the values obtained in simulations.
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Figure 2: Fits to the pppi+ invariant mass in the B+ region, for (left) m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2 and
(right) 2.85 < m(pp) < 3.15 GeV/c2. The blue dashed, red long-dashed and green dotted-dashed
lines represent the signal, combinatorial background and partially reconstructed background
components, respectively. The error bars show 68% Poisson confidence level intervals.
Figure 2 shows the result of the fits in the B+ region. For the region of interest,
m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2, the yield is N(B+ → pppi+) = 1644± 83, where only the statistical
uncertainty is quoted. The fit to the region 2.85 < m(pp) < 3.15 GeV/c2, which includes
the B+ → J/ψ (pp)pi+ signal, shows the yield suppression in this region as observed in
Ref. [20].
The simultaneous fits performed in the B+c region are made for the region exclusive
to the annihilation process, m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2, and for the charmonium region, 2.85 <
m(pp) < 3.15 GeV/c2. The fraction of the yield of the partially reconstructed background in
each bin of the BDT output is constrained to be the same as in the simulation. The results
are shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding signal yields are N(B+c → pppi+) = −2.7± 6.3 for
m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2 and N(B+c → pppi+) = −0.1± 3.0 for 2.85 < m(pp) < 3.15 GeV/c2.
The main observable under consideration is determined as
Rp ≡ fc
fu
× B(B+c → pppi+) =
N(B+c → pppi+)
N(B+ → pppi+) ×
u
c
× B(B+ → pppi+), (2)




×B(B+c → J/ψpi+) =
N(B+c → J/ψ (→ pp)pi+)







B(J/ψ → pp) , (3)
where the efficiencies  are discussed in Sec. 5.
5 Efficiencies
The reconstruction and selection efficiencies are computed from acceptance maps defined
in the m2(pp) vs. m2(ppi) plane. These maps include the effects of event reconstruction,
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Figure 3: Projection of fits to the pppi+ invariant mass in the B+c region, in the bins of BDT
output (top) 0.04 < X < 0.12, (middle) 0.12 < X < 0.18 and (bottom) X > 0.18, for (left)
m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2 and (right) 2.85 < m(pp) < 3.15 GeV/c2. The red long-dashed lines
represent the combinatorial background. The signal and partially reconstructed components are
too small to be shown.
triggers, preselection, BDT and PID selections, and are obtained from simulation for
both B+c → pppi+ and B+ → pppi+. The PID map is obtained by studying data-driven
responses from calibration data samples of kinematically identified pions, kaons and protons
originating from the decays D∗+ → D0(→ K−pi+)pi+, Λ→ ppi− and Λ+c → pK−pi+. The
maps are smoothed using fits involving two-dimensional fourth-order polynomials. Figure 4
shows the final combination of these maps.
To infer the average efficiency for B+ → pppi+, signal weights are calculated with
the sPlot technique [21] from the fits shown in Fig. 2. A weight is associated with each
candidate depending on its position in the m2(pp) vs. m2(ppi) plane. The acceptance
maps are then used to determine an averaged efficiency, selu ≡ 〈sel(B+ → pppi+)〉. For
B+c → pppi+, since no signal is available in data, a simple average is performed in the region
m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2 to obtain selc , which leads to a substantial systematic uncertainty
due to the variation of the efficiency over this region.
In computing the ratio selu /
sel
c , three corrections are needed to account for data-






































































Figure 4: Combined acceptance in the plane (m2(pp),m2(ppi)) for (left) B+c → pppi+ and (right)
B+ → pppi+ events. The vertical dashed line corresponds to m(pp) = 2.85 GeV/c2.
fiducial region cuts pT(B) < 20 GeV/c and 2.0 < y(B) < 4.5. After these corrections,
selu /
sel
c = 2.495± 0.028 is obtained including associated systematic uncertainties.
Another efficiency ratio accounts for the fact that B+ → pppi+ and B+c → pppi+ decays
are only detected if all the decay daughters are in the LHCb acceptance: the fractions
of events satisfying this requirement are estimated by simulation and are found to be
accu = (18.91± 0.10)% and accc = (15.82± 0.03)%, which gives accu /accc = 1.195± 0.007.
For B+c → J/ψ (pp)pi+, a similar procedure is applied and the following values are
found: selu /
J/ψ ,sel
c = 2.513± 0.032 and accu /J/ψ ,accc = 1.186± 0.007. The efficiency ratio




c × accu /accc . The differences between the B+
and B+c detector acceptance and selection efficiencies are caused by the different lifetimes
and masses of the two mesons.
6 Systematic uncertainties
Part of the systematic uncertainties are related to the computation of the efficiency ratios,
such as the PID calibration, the uncertainty in the B+c lifetime, 0.507 ± 0.009 ps [22],
the limited sizes of the simulation samples, the effect of the detector acceptance, the
distribution of the BDT output, and the trigger and fiducial cut corrections. Others
are related to the branching fractions B(B± → pp¯pi±) = (1.07 ± 0.16) × 10−6 [20] and
B(J/ψ → pp) = (2.120± 0.029)× 10−3 [23], or to the variation of the selection efficiency of
B±c → pppi± over the phase-space region m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2, due to the lack of knowledge
of the kinematics in the absence of signal in data (modelling).
Table 1 lists the different sources of systematic uncertainties. The PID uncertainty is
dominated by the finite size of the proton calibration samples, which limits the sampling
of the identification efficiency as a function of the track momentum and rapidity. A
similar comment applies for the hardware trigger efficiency correction, where the effect
is smaller due to a one-dimensional sampling as a function of the transverse momentum
pT. The uncertainty related to the differences in the BDT output shape between data
6
Table 1: Relative systematic uncertainties (in %) on the ratio u/c and input branching fractions.
Source B+c → pppi+, m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2 B+c → J/ψ (→ pp)pi+
PID 3.0 3.0
B+c lifetime 2.0 2.0
Simulation 0.8 0.9
Detector acceptance 0.6 0.6
BDT shape 1.5 1.5
Hardware trigger correction 0.8 0.9
Fiducial cut 0.1 0.1
Modelling 15 —
B(B+ → pppi+) 15 15
B(J/ψ → pp) — 1.4
and simulation has been estimated using B+ → pph+ (h = K, pi) samples where the signal
yield has been studied as a function of the requirements on the BDT output in both data
and simulation. The uncertainty on the fit model, including the knowledge of the signal
shape and the contribution of the partially reconstructed background, is found to have no
impact on the final result.
7 Results and summary
Upper limits on Rp and R
J/ψ
p are estimated by making scans of these quantities, comparing
profile likelihood ratios for the “signal+background” against “background”-only hypotheses
[24]. From these fits, p-value profiles are inferred, the signal p-value being the ratio of
the “signal+background” and “background” p-values. The point at which the p-value falls
below 5% determines the 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit. In the determination of
this value, the systematic uncertainties, shown in Table 1, and the statistical uncertainty
on the normalization channel yield are taken into account.
The p-value scans are shown in Fig. 5, from which the following values are found:
Rp < 3.6 × 10−8 (m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2) and RJ/ψp < 8.4 × 10−6 at 95% CL. The latter
limit is compatible with a measurement of fc
fu
× B(B+c →J/ψpi+)B(B+→J/ψK+) [17] from which the value
R
J/ψ
p = (7.0 ± 0.3) × 10−6 is inferred. At 90% CL, the limits are Rp < 2.8 × 10−8 and
R
J/ψ
p < 6.5× 10−6.
In summary, a search for the bc annihilation process leading to B+c meson decays
into the pppi+ final state has been performed for the fiducial region m(pp) < 2.85 GeV/c2,
pT(B) < 20 GeV/c and 2.0 < y(B) < 4.5. No signal is observed and a 95% confidence level




× B(B+c → pppi+) < 3.6× 10−8.
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Figure 5: p-value profile for (left) Rp and (right) R
J/ψ
p . The horizontal red solid and dashed lines
indicate the 5% and 10% confidence levels.
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